Tonight's Ministry Training: "Dream Recall
Strategies: Interpreting God's Dream Language
(Part 2)!"
Wednesday, April 8, 2014
Dear Dreamers with an Ear to Hear:
Things continue to build for our upcoming Passover Celebration and going through the door of
our future. Each gathering here continues to bring a growing agreement between Heaven and
Earth. Sunday’s Celebration Service was a time of building and acceleration with anointed
worship followed by messages from Amber Pierce, Allen Faubion and Keith Pierce. If you
desire to hear “What the Lord is saying today to the Church,” the webcast replay will help you
embrace what the Lord is speaking to us individually and corporately.
Ministry Training Wednesday Tonight: “Dream Recall Strategies!”
So many of you shared how last week’s Harvest Ministry Training Session on “Dream Recall”
was so impacting. This Wednesday night, Barbie Breathitt will continue teaching on dream
symbols and interpretation when she shares on “Dream Recall Strategies: Interpreting God’s
Dream Language (Part 2)!” She will be sharing and interpreting dreams, and will also have
some of her Dream Team members accompanying her to help interpret dreams for some of those
here at the Global Spheres Center. Along with those onsite, those of you joining by webcast will
also share in the teaching, as Barbie interprets other dreams and helps activate all of us to hear
the voice of God in a new way. Beginning at 6 PM, the Arbor will be open for those who would
like to purchase snacks or a light dinner.
Wednesday Noon Kingdom Force Institute Prophetic Worship
Today at noon we hosted a special time of worship led by James Vincent. We want to continue
keeping a portal open over this place so that we can partner with the Hosts of Heaven and
enthrone the King of all Kings. If you were not able to join us today, you can watch the webcast
replay through next Tuesday.
Blessings,

Chuck D. Pierce
If you would like to sow into the ongoing work of this ministry, you can donate online, by
calling our office at 1-888-965-1099 or 1-940-382-7231, or by postal mailing your gift to Glory
of Zion, PO Box 1601, Denton TX 76202.

Wonderful Books to Help You Hear the LORD in your Dreams!

Dream Encounters by Barbie Breathitt

Barbie Breathitt has tapped into a dimension of revelation that needed to be heard. Not only is
she a wonderful minister of supernatural truth, but she has disciplined herself to learn a different
language - not Spanish, Latin, German, Finnish or Swahili, but a language beyond earth's
peoples' languages. She has allowed the Spirit of God to teach her His dream language. Dream
Encounters is a comprehensive, enlightening and practical book. The way Barbie analyzes and
presents God's revelatory communication patterns, symbols, and expressions will help anyone
better understand the One who loves them, made them, and longs to communicate to them for
His pleasure and their fulfillment. This book will become a timeless piece and treasure to help
generations better communicate with a God who knows and has the best in mind for the earth.
($14)
When God Speaks by Chuck D. Pierce and Rebecca Wagner Sytsema

A revelation handbook for your Bible! This is a great book which condenses much of the
teaching in larger books. Learn how the Lord continues to speak to us today, and how we can
receive the revelation He is desiring to release to us. The appendix on dreams and symbols is so
helpful. This book includes chapters on:
How to receive, test and respond to your prophetic word;
How to walk in revelation; and
How to hear and interpret dreams and visions.
Special: $7 (regularly $10)
Dreams and Visions by Jane Hamon

As the Holy Spirit is poured out in great measure on today's Church, we should anticipate God
speaking to us through dreams and visions. With illustrative stories from Scripture and from her
own life, Jane Hamon has written this no-nonsense guide to the meaning, purpose and
significance of dreams in our lives. She deals with how to interpret our dreams; how to know
when a dream is from God; how to recognize false messages in dreams; what to do when your
dream contains a warning; and more.
($11)
Gateway to the Seer Realm by Barbie Breathitt

The Gateway to the Seer Realm: Look again to See Beyond the Natural is written by a gifted
Seer who has years of personal experience interpreting dreams and ministering in the prophetic
realm. Dr. Barbie Breathitt shares valuable insight into understanding the ways of God and the
supernatural realms of vision, dreams, healing, and destiny.
You will learn:





What the Seer Realm is and why you need to access it
That intimacy and friendship with God are keys to hearing and understanding God's ways
The natural and supernatural ways God communicates with you daily
How to walk into an entirely new dimension of revelation knowledge

From the "Yellow Car Dream" to "Turn Aside to See Your Future" to "Vampire Vapors" and
"The Flying Scroll," you will step into a realm of the impossible with the grace and favor of God
resting upon you when you read The Gateway to the Seer Realm.

($14)
These and many other resources are available by going to www.gloryofzion.org or by calling
(888) 965-1099 or (940) 382-7231. Specials are good through April 15, 2014.

